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The push to create “equity” and more “social justice” in public schools in America’s largest state rests on this basic premise: “We reject ideas of natural gifts and talents,” declares the current ...
Op-Ed: Research Used To justify California’s ‘Equity’ Math Doesn’t Add Up
Adam Kampff, an undergraduate astrophysics major, was weighing a switch to neuroscience for a PhD in 2002 when Engert gave ... and physics seemed to have answers. By his senior year at Munich ...
How a Transparent Fish May Help Decode the Brain
I told the assistant principle [AP] of the boy’s behavior before I ... my agoraphobic chihuahua, but the answer is obvious. She’s been my booboo since 2018, when I brought her home from ...
Tales of Substitute Teaching
Much like the printing press upset the social order centuries ago, the explosion of information online is challenging the role of scientists in society. As the nation searches for ways to prevent ...
Education – Articles, Analysis, Opinion
The electoral calculus looks like this ... Or didn’t have time. She kept all the answers upstairs.” With three weeks to go GOP beginning to really feel pressure - WSJ: “Joe Biden holds ...
TRACKING THE CAROLINA PANTHER
This reality also allows Big Test, despite the post-pandemic trends, to continue making millions from standardized testing and Advanced Placement (AP ... the ‘right’ answer from those offered ...
College Board and ACT: Should Big Test remain as gatekeeper of higher education?
BOSTON (AP) — If your business falls victim to ransomware and you want simple advice on whether to pay the criminals, don’t expect much help from the U.S. government. The answer is apt to be: ...
Ransomware gangs get paid off as officials struggle for fix
Instead, more of them pursued a course in AP statistics— less challenging than calculus—although ... on the California Standards test, up from 40% in 2002, when most students waited until ...
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